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On The Hook

Employee of the Month

Can you Guess the JJ product?
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Answer Key:
1) Yellowtail Snapper
2) B-Liner
3) Skinny Dipper Oyster
4) Striped Bass
5) Super Lump Crabmeat
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Get To Know... Carlos Guzman
Carlos Guzman has been with JJ McDonnell for 12 years (in December) and has worn
many hats. He started out as a part time driver, has worked in the warehouse as a
manager and is now settled back into the transportation department. We don’t know
what we would do without Carlos here! We bet you didn’t know…

Juan Henriquez Lopez; May ‘19
Juan is a 14-year employee that is
responsible for deliveries on route #19.
Juan has a constant smile on his face. He
gets compliments from just about every
customer he goes to on a regular basis.
He shows to work on time everyday in a
well-kept uniform. He represents J.J.
McDonnell perfectly. He hasn’t had an
accident since he has been here. He is one
of the best driver we have. He does a
wonderful job taking care of the customer
and representing J.J. McDonnell.
Binh Huyhn; June ’19
Binh has been a dedicated JJ employee for
over 24 years.
He has held many
positions throughout the company to
include Driver, Frozen Buyer and Freezer
Supervisor. In his current position of
Maintenance Manager, Binh is known to
go above and beyond with his willingness
to help out regardless of the time it takes
to accomplish the task! Congratulations!

Hollie: What is your favorite sport & team?
Carlos: Race Cars Formula 1, my favorite team is
Ferrari, and Spanish Soccer, my team is Barcelona Elder Tecun Lazaro; July ’19
H: What is one thing that is on your bucket list? Elder has been a dedicated JJ employee
for over 9 ½ years. In his current position
C: Going to Seattle and Jerusalem (Tierra Santa)
of Driver Lead, Elder is a constant
H: What do you do in your free time?
contributor to the success of JJ in running
C: Read books and spend quality time with my the department and drivers, as his own.
family, sons, daughter in laws and grandkids.
Elder seamlessly juggles multitasking;
H: What is something your coworkers don’t know you will find him creating a new schedule
about you?
for the drivers all the while he is forced to
C: My wife and I like to read books and learn rearrange stops and routes. When a
spiritual things and we like to work with the Spanish community in Glen Burnie MD. solution cannot be found, Elder will take it
We are serving at the church “Christ the King” for the last 9 years. We help couples upon himself to take a delivery route
on the process to get married on the Catholic Church and served for the last 25 years without being prompted. Way to go!
in different churches, starting in Guatemala City back in the ’90s.
H: If you were stranded on an island, what would you make sure you had with you?
C: My wife and my Bible.
H: What would you do if you won the lottery?
C: Secure my future first, help my sons financially and if there is enough travel.
Visit our website jjmcdonnell.com or give us a call 410-799-4000
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Get Rid of Halloween Candy!
Here are some useful ways to use leftover Halloween candy that do not
involve eating it (at least not yet!).
1) Freeze It – Candy will last an additional 6 months in the freezer, now
you can use it as you need it, and this will save you a trip to the store.
2) Cook With It – Mix up your standard cookie or brownie by adding
chopped chocolates or M&M’s. Keep the calories low by baking for a
friend ;)
3) DIY Trail Mix – Add some candy to a bag of nuts for yourself or the kids
for a quick energy boosting snack.
4) Holiday Crafts – If you make a gingerbread house leftover Halloween
candy is a great way to add details to your work of art. You could also
make fun holiday themed baked goods with the candy as well.
5) Send It Overseas – Operation Gratitude sends more than 100,000 care
packages to U.S. troops, their children and veterans annually. Their goal
is to put a smile on soldiers’ faces – contribute what you can!
6) Melt It – Get a candy mold at the store and fill it with the candy you
received and melt it into something new. They could be used as cute
gifts for friends, grandparents or neighbors during the holiday.

Happy Anniversary!
Thank you for being a dedicated member
of our team and the JJ family!
This quarters Milestone Anniversary*
Announcement goes to…
Oscar Menjivar
Jose Estrada
Eugene Ball
Billy Isaac
Mark Amig
Audrey Foster

9/13/19
8/14/19
9/29/19
9/29/19
9/29/19
9/29/19

15 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

*Milestone anniversaries are 5, 10, 20, 25+ etc. years

Laugh A Little
Q: What do you get when
you cross a fish with an
elephant?

A: Swimming trunks!

2nd Annual Seafood Fest!

Visit our website www.jjmcdonnell.com or give us a call 410-799-4000

